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n)), are formulated to be able to argue the WKB-exactness, so called the localization
of Duistermaat-Heckman, in the path integral representation of a character formula.
The exponent in the path integral formula is proportional to an integer k that labels
the
U
(N) representation. Thus when k ! 1 a usual semiclassical approximation,
by regarding k  1=h, can be performed yielding to a desired conclusion. The
mechanism of the localization is uncovered by means of a view from an extended








In any physical situation it is often dicult to nd an exact response, therefore, some
approximation method must be employed. Apart from the well-known perturbation theo-
ries, the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin(WKB) approximation, known as the 1=h-expansion,
seems most suitable to the path integral formalism; since the exponent in the path inte-
gral representation is usually given by a quantity divided by Planck's constant h. These
approximation methods can be straightforwardly performed without specifying a path
measure rigorously, which apparently has been a main reason that path integral plays
a major role in modern physics. On the other hand, due to this facileness there always
accompanies some skepticism, such as the problem of operator ordering[1] since only c-
numbers appear, or a vague relationship of change of variables to the canonical operator
formalism[2]. What we have learned through various eorts is that path integral can pro-
duce reliable as well as consistent results under the time slicing method. A simple example
can be seen as follows: take a bosonic oscillator, dened by a Hamiltonian H  !a
y
a with
the algebra [a; a
y
] = I; [I; a] = [I; a
y
] = 0 ; and calculate the quantity Tre
 iHT
. First write
































fz(k)(z(k)  z(k   1)) + i!tz(k)z(k   1)g
#
; (1.2)
where \PBC" denotes z(0) = z(M) and dzdz  dRe(z)dIm(z). By taking a formal limit,
















dt (z _z + i!zz)
)
; (1.3)
where \PBC" reads z(T ) = z(0) in this case. In spite of the formal limit, we still could












with the aid of the -function regularization. The result does not, however, match to the













Therefore we must pay the price whenever we have adopted the continuum path integral
representation which would apparently be suitable for a geometrical treatment.
In some situation an approximation scheme happens to lead to an exact answer. The
harmonic oscillator is WKB-exact, because of the integration being Gaussian. (The cross
section of the Coulomb interaction is another well-known example[4], which furthermore
reveals that the Born approximation yields the exact result.) In recent years, however,
a new possibility of nding the WKB exactness has been opened up[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]
being inspired by the Duistermaat-Heckman's (D-H) theorem[11, 12, 13]. A key word to
understand these new classes of the WKB exactness would be `localization' [14, 15, 16],
commonly understood in terms of equivariant cohomology[17].
Inspired by these facts, we have established the WKB exactness of path integral ob-





as their noncompact counter parts in the foregoing papers. Even if other representation is
adopted[19] for the CP
1
case to give the Nielsen-Rohrlich form[20], the same localization
has been claried[21]. As a natural generalization in this paper, we try to understand the














The plan of the paper is as follows. An interpretation of the D-H theorem, stated
in terms of nite dimensional integrations, is presented in section 2, since the WKB
exactness is sometimes declared as a generalization to the innite dimensional case. In
order to formulate quantity as path integral, there need to construct coherent states over
Grassmann manifolds: we develop two ways. One is the algebraic method according to
the Perelomov's prescription[18] and the other is that in terms of the Schwinger boson[22]
as well as the canonical coherent state[3]. These are the contents of section 3.1 and 3.2,
respectively. The path integral representation of the character formula is then given in
section 4.1 and the WKB approximation is performed in section 4.2. The mechanism of
the WKB exactness is claried in section 4.3 by making use of the Schwinger boson. The
nal section is devoted to related topics and remarks. In Appendix A, proofs for theorems,
utilized in the section 3.1, are given. Finally in Appendix B a discussion on the WKB
exactness for the Feynman kernel is given as a supplement; since which is considered to
be more general than the discussion in the text.
2 The D-H formula on Grassmann manifolds
In this section, we explain the validity of the D-H formula on G
N;n
to make a preparation
for later discussions.
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be the n-dimensional complex vector space. We denote the space of mnmatrices









(N   n)) as a phase space, assuming N  2n for
brevity's sake, to write
G
N;n




= P and trP = ng : (2.1)

















































































































; 1  
a
 N; (2.5)





kinds of local parameterization. (Throughout the paper
we use a convention for indices: 1  ;   N ; 1  a; b  n; n + 1  i; j  N:) In order





, we can utilize
a unitary transformation U(
1
; : : : ; 
n
j1; : : : ; n) satisfying
U(
1
; : : : ; 
n






; : : : ; 
n






The symplectic structure on G
N;n
is dened through the symplectic 2-form
! = i tr(PdP ^ dP ) ; (2.7)
whose explicit form, under the above parameterization, is found as


































































































; for A = (a
ij
); B = (b
ij
) :





= tr(PX) 2 R; (2.11)
where
H
(N) is the space of Hermitian matrices:
H
(m) = fXjX 2M(m;C); X
y
= Xg : (2.12)
















with [X;Y ] = XY   Y X, where V
X
































Note that the Poisson bracket (2.13) generates the u(N) algebra.










(n); B 2 M(n;N   n;C); D 2
H








































] ;  2 R ; (2.16)
where the appearance of  reects an arbitrariness which does not aect kinematics at












































Equations of motion then are
_
























we can nd the solution:
(t) = f(t) + (t)(0)gf(t) + (t)(0)g
 1
: (2.20)
The solution (2.20) takes the simplest form in the case of block-diagonal Hamiltonian




where matrices V (t) 2
U
(n) and U(t) 2
U
(N   n) are given as
V (t) = exp( iAt); U(t) = exp( iDt): (2.22)



















































in a local coordinate system. We can thus see that classical mechanics on
G
N;n
formulated above has a geometric interpretation.
As a nal remark note that only (t) = 0 (0  t  T ) is allowed under the periodic
boundary condition (T ) = (0) for arbitrary T and X. In the subsequent section the
same situation can be found in performing the WKB approximation.
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2.2 The D-H formula
In this subsection we discuss the Duistermaat-Heckman localization formula for the clas-



























d() = N (n;N   n) (2.27)
with
N (n; p) 
0!1!    (n   1)!
p!(p + 1)!    (p + n  1)!
; (p = 0; 1; 2; : : :) ; (2.28)
(whose verication is postponed until the next section: in (3.48) putting k ! 0 we have
(2.27).) Here F
H
is a Hamiltonian given in terms of a real diagonal matrix,
H = diag(h
1




; : : : ; h
N
); 0 < h
1
<    < h
N
; (2.29)


























; : : : ; h
N
) : (2.30)














which coincide with the right hand sides of the equations of motion (2.18). In view of
(2.25) these critical points are nothing but saddle points of the integral. For the present













 = 0: (2.32)
According to the assumption, h
1
<    < h
N
, to the Hamiltonian (2.30), the conditions
cannot be met if  6= 0.
Thus we see that  = 0 is the only one solution of (2.31) under this parameterization
of G
N;n










case) action (2.21). Calculate the second derivative of F
H































Hence the contribution from this critical point to the saddle point approximation of the


















































's local parameterizations to cover the whole phase
space, therefore we must consider contributions from other critical points. To this end,










; : : : ; 
n




; : : : ; 
n
j1; : : : ; n); (2.35)
is equivalent to that of the Hermitian matrix in the Hamiltonian function
F
H

















; : : : ; 
n
j1; : : : ; n)HU(
1
; : : : ; 
n
j1; : : : ; n) : (2.37)
Once recognizing this, we can easily carry out the task; since the new Hamiltonian after
the transformation is again diagonal without degeneracy so that a critical point is always
located at  = 0 in each local parameterization. Summing up those contributions, we
































  f1; : : : ; Ngnf
1
; : : : ; 
n
g : (2.39)
According to the D-H theorem the sum in the right hand side is now lifted to the exact
result.
To see that this is true, that is, to convince the validity of the D-H theorem, consider,






















where the integration domain of  is
H

































































































































2 R; (1  a < b  n); (2.43)









































































(The integration with respect to  is easily done convincing that (2.40) is equivalent to
(2.25).) Therefore we can recognize that the role of  is to reduce the number of degrees
of freedom from Nn to Nn   n
2
= n(N   n). In this sense  is called as multiplier and









 0 : (2.48)
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; : : : ; l
n
); 
 2 SU(n); (2.50)






































































where again  is given (2.39). This is exactly the same expression as (2.38). Thus




We consider in what follows a quantum version of the D-H theorem, that is, the WKB
exactness in path integral. Our interpretation to the D-H formula put here will be very
helpful in the analysis.




In order to obtain the path integral representation we construct coherent states of
U
(N) in
this section. We rst consider the algebraic method proposed by Perelomov then explore
an generalization of the Schwinger boson technique.
3.1 Algebraic construction















; (1  ; ; ;   N): (3.1)





























to dene a ducial vector, by picking up rst n e
a
























denotes the symmetric group of order n. Consider the map

1












































































































a 2 GL(n;C); b 2M(n;N   n;C); c 2 GL(N   n;C) : (3.11)
The proof is obvious so that be omitted. (However some comments would be useful: what




) is an eigenvalue (eigenvector) of 
1
(B). If we put
n = N in (3.9), the relation is nothing but the denition of the determinant.)
10
Let us now consider an element of SU(N) generated by an orthogonal complement of











;  2M(N   n; n;C) ; (3.12)






























































































we can obtain a desired (normalized) coherent state:





















where we have used the lemma 3.1. While the unnormalized one is given by































































































































j; 1) ; (3.22)





























































































































































which is further rewritten to
(; 1jd
1




(H)j; 1i = h; 1j; 1i trfP (; )Hg ; (3.30)
where we have introduced a projection P (; ),















































) = 0g there is no harm; since the quantity trfP (; )Hg is always




) in the numerator.)
Now we generalize the above result to a higher dimensional representation. Consider
a tensor product of the coherent state
j; 1i 7! j; ki  

k
j; 1i ; k = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; (3.33)








(x)); x 2 GL(N;C) ; (3.34)
to put























































= 0 : (3.37)
And
(i)




























)j; ki = k trfP (; )E





(H)j; ki = k trfP (; )Hgh; kj; ki : (3.40)
In view of these relations, we notice the following facts: (i) the inner product has a form
fh; 1j; 1ig
k
and (ii) the matrix element of a Hamiltonian is proportional to the parameter
k, which tells us that the exponent of path integral is proportional to k. Therefore we
can perform the 1=k-expansion when k goes to large like the usual WKB-expansion with
respect to h.
If we declare that the state j; ki is a coherent state, we must check that the resolution


























where N (n; k), has been given by (2.28) and 1
k
is the identity operator on the represen-
tation space. To this end the following formulae are indispensable:









= f0g [N and
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exp ftr(gX)g = N (n; p)jXj
p
; (3.43)
N (n; p) 
0!1!    (n  1)!













= p(p + 1)    (p+ n   1) jXj
p 1
; (3.45)
where jXj = detX and j@
X









; for X = (x
ij
) ; (3.46)
which is valid even if p is negative integer provided that X +X
y
is positive denite and
jXj 6= 0.
Proofs of these formulae are straightforward but need a bit lengthy calculations therefore
we relegate them to Appendix A. (Although the proof of the theorem 3.3, known as Cay-
ley's formula, could be found somewhere, for example, by using the Capelli's identity[25],
we supply our own proof for a selfcontained purpose.)
Practically our target is to show instead of (3.41)
(; kj; k) =
Z



































































Establishing (3.48) is equal to establishing (3.41); since these relations hold for any j; k)












































































































    
(m+ n+ k   1)!




































N (n; p)N (n;m+ p)






Proof. Integrate with respect to Z;Z
y
















































which turns out, again by the repeated use of the formula 3.3, to be the right hand side
of (3.53).
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Now we can proceed to our target: rst rewrite the left hand side of (3.48) by use of
































































































































Substituting (3.58) into (3.56) then integrating with respect to  and g with the aid of
the formula 3.5, we nd
r.h.s of (3.56) =
N (n; k)





































which is nothing but the right hand side of (3.48).
We now consider another version of coherent state with the aid of the Schwinger boson
technique before going into a path integral discussion.
3.2 Coherent state via Schwinger boson
As was stressed in section 2.2, essence of the classical D-H theorem can easily be grasped
by increasing degrees of freedom while balancing them with the aid of the multiplier :
we call such a view point as that of constrained system. If we could nd a similar way
in a quantum case, then establishment of the localization would be obvious. Fortunately
we know such a candidate which might realize our expectation: the method of Schwinger
boson. There in order to obtain a group representation generators of a group are expressed
by creation and annihilation operators. The representation space is thus the Fock space
16
whose dimension is too big for a group (especially for a compact one.) Therefore there
needs some constraint to reduce the whole space. In a simple case such as CP
N
[9, 10] it
















































































] = 0 : (3.61)








































































































where 1 denotes the identity operator on F and Z has been given by (2.41).



































In what follows we can recognize that this projection operator indeed reduces F to the
space of the k-th representation in the previous section, but before proceeding it is in-
structive to discuss how to nd the form of P
k
as (3.68). By noting
expfi tr(a
y























). (However note that the dierence of the integration domain of ; in (2.40) it is
innite but in (3.68) it is bounded. We consider more on this issue in section 5.)
The trace of P
k



































N (n; k)N (n;N   n)
N (n;N   n+ k)
; (3.72)
where we have used (3.67) then the formula 3.4. (We have employed the notation Tr(  )
for the trace over all the Fock space while Tr
k
(  ) used below for that within the k-th
representation space and those should be distinguished from tr(  ) used for matrix valued
quantities.) (3.72) implies the dimension of the k-th representation, that is, the number










In partcular, for the case of k = 1, the relation (3.72) implies an arbitrariness of choosing
a ducial vector (3.4). It is symmetric with respect to n and N  n, which clearly reects








and is easily checked by an
explicit calculation:
N (n; k)N (n;N   n)
N (n;N   n+ k)
=
N (N   n; k)N (N   n; n)
N (N   n; n+ k)
: (3.74)





d(; k)j; kih; kj ; (3.75)



























Thus we can regard (3.75) as the resolution of unity (3.41).






























which can be recognized directly by putting Zg
y
2




7! g and nally performing
the trivial integration with respect to g
2









































































, where use has been made of the change of variables (2.45) and
the Campbell-Baker-Hausdor formula to the nal expression. (As was discussed in the
previous section, employing (2.45) is nothing but choosing some ducial vector.) By





























































N (n;N   n+ k)
: (3.80)





















































Therefore we have established (3.75) and (3.76). By comparing (3.76) with (3.16) and
(3.33) the state
q










. Therefore the projection
operator onto the subspace can now be regarded as the resolution of unity in the space of
the k-th representation.
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4 Path integral and WKB
In this section we rst build up a path integral representation of a character formula
by means of the coherent states developed previously. We then perform the WKB ap-
proximation to nd the result is exact. The mechanism of the exactness is uncovered by
reformulating the theory in terms of the generalized Schwinger boson technique.
4.1 Path integral representation




(H) ; H = diag(h
1






<    < h
N
: (4.1)
Consider the trace of the time evolution operator which is from now on designated as the
character formula of the k-th representation:
Z
k
















j; ki ; (4.2)















  itH)j(j   1); ki ; (4.3)





  itH)j(j   1); ki
= h(j); kj(j   1); ki [1  ikt trfP ((j); (j   1))Hg]








Employing the expression (3.38) for h(j); kj(j   1); ki, we obtain
Z
k







































where we have discarded terms of O((t)
2
), whose fact also brings us to
Z
k














































































































h(j)V (t); kjU(t)(j   1); ki ; (4.10)
where use has been made of (3.38). The multiple integration can be carried out with the
aid of (3.48) to yield
Z
k




















(See a further discussion in Appendix B.) By means of of the formula 3.2 the nal
integration can be performed, however the task is postponed for a while.
4.2 The WKB approximation









































(j + 1)U(t) : (4.13)
Under the present situation, that is, calculating the character, solutions should meet the
periodic boundary condition (0) = (M). Clearly, only (j) = 0 for all 1  j  M can
































































~z(r) ; ~z(r) 2M(N   n; n;C); (4.17)
































































































's classical solutions in total. Therefore

































with  being given by (2.39).
If we notice that the right hand side of (4.22) is rewritten, by means of the Laplace
expansion of determinant, as
r.h.s of (4.22) =
j
N 1+k







































































we can conclude that the WKB approximation gives an exact result in the case of the
path integral expression (4.5); since (4.23) is nothing but the Weyl character formula[26] of
U
(N) for the present representation. (It will be evident how to obtain a similar expression
for the classical counter part (2.38).) The mechanism of this exactness can be uncovered
by means of the Schwinger boson technique.
4.3 The mechanism of exactness
In view of (4.6), or even after M   1 integrations as in (4.11), the remaining integration
looks still hard to perform. We know, however, another recipe for constructing a path
integral expression with the aid of the generalized Schwinger boson.
As was introduced in (3.62), any element E

2 u(N) has an operator counterpart on
F . Since any N N Hermitian matrix is expandable in terms of these basis matrices, a








Taking the diagonal matrix H in (4.1) we dene
^








HT ) ; (4.26)
in this new formulation. If we use the resolution of unity (3.75), we arrive exactly at the
same expression as (4.2). However, recall that the operator P
k
is not only the resolution of
unity in the k-th representation space but also the projection operator onto the subspace
of the Fock space. Therefore rewrite (4.26) as
Z
k































which can legitimatize the exchange of order of integrations. Apart from the g-integration,
the path integral expression for the right hand side of (4.27) can be found straightfor-
































Ht)jZ(j   1)i ; (4.29)
with \TBC" being a twisted boundary condition Z(0) = Z(M)g
"
. Since the Hamiltonian
is bilinear with respect to a
y




























In order to carry out the Gaussian path integral in this case, follow a similar procedure






















































 2 SU(n); (4.33)






















































































































where again we have used the notation (2.39). (4.36) exactly matches with (4.22). Hence
the WKB approximation is exact in path integral for the character formula (4.2) which
is now interpreted as that of
U
(N) represented over G
N;n
.
Here, the reason is quite obvious; since the path integral representation, in view of
(4.30), is essentially Gaussian with an additional g-integration which is regarded as im-
posing the physical state condition. Evidently there is no room for the appearance of k
 1
.
As is stated in [14], we may conclude that the path integral expression we have discussed
is kinematically nonlinear but dynamically free. (The situation would correspond to a
free eld over nontrivial phase space, which should compare to the harmonic oscillator
(free eld!) over a at phase space.)
5 Discussion
In this paper we have claried the exactness of the WKB approximation for the
U
(N)
character formula which is formulated by path integral over G
N;n
. We have employed
a time slicing method and coherent states to build up a path integral representation.
We have made two dierent approaches: Perelomov's generalized coherent state and a
generalized method of Schwinger boson. In terms of the latter method, that is, a view
from a constrained system claries the reason for exactness: both cases, classical (2.38)
as well as (4.22), can be interpreted such that the targets, the classical partition function
(2.25) and the character formula (4.2), have essentially been expressed as Gaussian forms.
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Note, however, the dierence: while critical points are controlled by eigenvalues of
the Hermitian matrix, (2.32) or (2.38) in the classical case, but those are controlled by
those of the unitary matrix, (4.12), (4.13) or (4.22) in the quantum case. This originates
from the dierence in the form of constrains: in the classical case we can naively put
constraints (2.48) into a trivial partition function in terms of the delta function to obtain
(2.40), in other words, the integration domain of the multiplier  is innite but in the
quantum case, as can be seen from (3.68), it is compact.
The compactness of the integration domain is indispensable in the quantum case: to



























z   p  0; p 2 R
+
: (5.2)















g = 0; (;  = 1; 2) : (5.3)
In order to reach the reduced manifold CP
1
we need an additional constraint to x one
phase of complex numbers, say z
1











is utilized. The constraint (5.2) is read as  = jj
2








; 0  
0
< 2 : (5.5)
They satisfy
f ;g = 1 ; (5.6)













In this way classical mechanics on the reduced phase space can be obtained without any
problems.



































z(j)  z(j)  z(j   1) : (5.9)
Although the way of nding (5.8) is rather heuristic, the result seems convincing provided
constrained systems are given in the conguration space such as the sphere[29]. Therefore
we employ this as a starting point of quantum theory.







































































































(j   1)(j   1))
1=2
+it






























































In view of these, even if an arbitrary parameter p in (5.11) would be set to k 2 Z
+
, a
failure of the FS prescription for the present model is now obvious. Nevertheless a formal
continuum limit of (5.11) seems reasonably geometric and respect the classical feature of
the system. First rely on a naive expansion,
























































whose exponent consists of (classical) CP
1
action. (Of course, we can arrive also at (5.14),
starting from (5.12) with an replacement of k + 1 in the measure by p and taking the
same limit.)
We should, therefore, discard or modify the expression (5.8) in order to nd a correct
quantum theory. As was stated above, to see the importance of the compactness of the


































(j)hz(j   1) + t(j)(z
y





Here the  constraints have simply been discarded while the  constraints now read as
z
y
(j)z(j 1) p  0 and have been Fourier-transformed in (5.8). Note that  plays a role































(0)(constant mode of (j)) in the integrand we










































where as before \TBC" denotes z(0) = z(M)e
i
and all primes have been removed. Now
the Gaussian integrations with respect to z's can be done, by introducing a regularization



























's are eigenvalues of h in (5.1). In view of (5.19), p must be some positive
integer, otherwise the result is zero, which leads us furthermore to the conclusion that the
integration domain of  in (5.19) must be replaced by a compact one 0    2. (Since
































































In this way the importance of the compactness in the domain of multipliers can be rec-
ognized, which convinces us that the use of projection operator P
k
(3.68) given in section
3.2 is indispensable.
A Proof of the theorems













N (n; p) =
0!1!    (n  1)!
p!(p + 1)!    (p + n  1)!
; (A.2)
and the assumptions being given in the text.
We use the following facts without proof.
















independent dierentials. Each g
ij
is complex and the number
of independent components is n
2
in terms of real variables.
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(n  1) and  2 C
n 1
































































(n   1) in that


















that is, the invariant measure of
U
(n) is given by the product of CP
j
's measure(1 
j  n   1) and the tori of
U














































































Since both sides of (A.1) are regular functions of x
ij
, the case, jXj = 0, can be regarded








;  2 C; 
T
;  2 C
n 1
;  2M(n  1;C) ; (A.10)
with  det  6= 0 .
The proof is done by induction:
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[II] Assume (A.1) holds for n  m. Then adopt (A.5) for g 2
U








































According to the assumption of induction, when n = m + 1, the integration with














































































det  ; (A.14)


























































Hence (A.1) holds for n = m+ 1 as well as for n  m.
This completes the proof.
A.2 Theorem 3.3





= p(p + 1)    (p+ n   1) jXj
p 1
;
p = 0;1;2; : : : : (A.17)
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A.2.1 Proof for p  0.


































as operators upon functions of x
ij
so that the both sides of
(A.18) are implied as acting on 1. Then use is made of the Campbell-Baker-Hausdor
formula in the right hand side to interchange two exponential factors:
r.h.s. of (A.18) =
1















































= p(p + 1)    (p+ n  1)jXj
p 1
; (A.20)
which complete the proof for p 2 Z
+
. Note that there is no restriction to X 2 M(n;C)
in this case.
A.2.2 Proof for p < 0.










































= B; A > 0 ; (A.22)
where we have put p!  p so that p is positive here and hereafter.
First consider the case p  n  1. If we notice a relation
detZZ
y






= 0 ; (A.23)
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we nd that the right hand side of (A.21) trivially vanishes when p = 0; : : : ; n  1. Hence
it is enough to examine the case p  n. Before proceeding, we recall a well known fact:
under the condition (A.22) A and B are simultaneously diagonalized by means of an











; : : : ; 
n
) : (A.24)













































































































(i = 1; : : : ; n) : (A.28)























































































































































































































































 exp [i fl
a

























































































We denote this determinant by D(n; p); n = 0; 1; 2; : : : with dening D(0; p) = 1. Recall







Let us prove this again by induction: rst notice the recursion relation, obtained by an








p + r   1
r
!
D(n   r; p) : (A.38)


























p + r   1




Utilizing the generating function
 
p + r   1











































p+ r   1






















































































= 0 : (A.41)
Thus we have found that (A.37) is also valid for m = n. This completes the proof.
B Feynman kernel and the WKB approximation
In order to make a clear connection to the D-H theorem, we have concentrated on the
character formula in the text. However, from the quantum mechanical point of view, the
Feynman kernel is regarded primitive so that in this appendix a brief sketch is presented
to show the way to a path integral representation and discuss the WKB approximation.
B.1 Derivation of the Feynman kernel (method 1)


























; ki : (B.2)



































































where (0) = 
I
; (M) = 
F
. Introduce a one-parameter subgroup of
U
(N)





; t 2 R; (B.4)
and write with the abbreviation (jt) = (j) etc.
L(i; j)  (i  j) + 
y
(i)(i  j) + (i  j)(j) + 
y
(i)(i  j)(j) ; (B.5)
then discard O((t)
2

























































[det fL(j + 1; j)L(j; j   1)g]
k
: (B.7)
To carry out this integration, write
detfL(j + 1; j)L(j; j   1)g
















(j)fg(1)  (j   1)g
o
detf(1) + (1)(j   1)g ; (B.8)
where












Utilizing the formula (3.48) we nd












(j + 1)  g(1)gfg(1)  (j   1)g
oi
k




which is nothing but
(B.7) = fdetL(j + 1; j   1)g
k
; (B.11)
since g(t) is an element of the one-parameter subgroup (B.4). Hence after M   1 times









detf(T ) + 
y
F



























B.2 Derivation of the Feynman kernel (method 2)
Alternative representation can be given by the Schwinger boson technique. First introduce
an integral representation of the inner product between coherent states such that
h; kj; ki =






















hZ(; )jZ(; )gi ; (B.13)
where









is the canonical coherent state with Z(; ) being dened by
 2M(N   n; n;C);  2M(n;C)













 2M(N;n;C) : (B.15)
(The relation (B.13) can be veried by use of the formulae 3.2 and 3.3.) Then the Feynman





































; )gi ; (B.16)
where
^












































































































f(T ) + 
y
F


































detf(T ) + 
y
F



























which of course matches to the result obtained in the previous section, however, this
rewrite can again provide an interpretation of the WKB exactness.
B.3 The WKB approximation









tr logL(j; j) ; (B.21)
and therefore equations of motion read
f(1) + (1)(j   1)gL
 1
(j; j   1) = (j)L
 1
(j; j) ; (B.22)
L
 1
(j + 1; j)f(1) + 
y





for 1  j M   1. These can be solved locally by











(j + 1)(1)g ; (B.25)
so that the classical solution is, after taking account of the boundary condition (0) =

I
; (M) = 
F
, found such that

c















f(M   j) + 
y
F
(M   j)g : (B.27)
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not Hermitian conjugated each other. This is not so surprising, although it is often




exp( zz + az + zb) ; (B.28)
for a; b 2 C. Complete the square to nd
zz   az   zb = (z   a)(z   b)  ab ; (B.29)




exp( zz + ab) = e
ab
: (B.30)
The shift of z and z is asymmetric but there is no problem. The point is that they should






are not always Hermitian conjugated each other.
The second remark is on the fact that there is no overspecication problem which is also
often stressed by authors in the frame work of continuum version of path integral; since
it seems two boundary conditions in the rst order dierential equation. But under the





as to the boundary
conditions.
Now turn back to the main subject: we must evaluate the action (B.21) and its Hessian





g = L(j; j   1)
c
f(j   1) + (j   1)
I
g ; (B.31)
where the subscript c designates quantities of the classical solutions. By use of this













tr log L(j; j)
c
= tr log [L(M;M   1)
c
f(M   1) + (M   1)
I
g]
= tr log L(M; 0) ; (B.32)































































































































































where use has been made of the denition of the measure (3.42) with (4.14). Therefore






















which together with (=k)
n(N n)
cancels the prefactor in (B.38), yielding the leading



























expfk tr logL(M; 0)g
=
"
detf(T ) + 
y
F



























The result is equal to the full form of the Feynman kernel (B.12), (B.20). Thus the WKB
approximation is again exact for the Feynman kernel, which can also be claried in terms
of (B.16) as well as (B.17); since the integrand is Gaussian.
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